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Here is the answer. 

The first half of the picture shows that  the Marine Mammal Commission appointed an NRDC trial

lawyer, Mr. Joel R. Reynolds,  to the Commission’s FACA Advisory Committee on Acoustic

Impacts on Marine Mammals (“Sound Committee”).

The second half of the picture shows that Mr. Reynolds did what trial lawyers inevitably do.  In

October 2005, he filed a complaint on behalf of NRDC against its fellow Sound Committee member,

the Navy.  The Navy representative, Frank Stone, is a PhD.  He is not a lawyer.

The NRDC complaint alleges that Navy sonar harms marine mammals.  This is one of the issues that

the Sound Committee and the Navy  and Mr. Reynolds are mandated to review.1  Mr. Reynolds is

obviously seeking a second opinion from the federal trial court in Los Angeles.

If you think that FACA committees are a collegial process whose members are unbiased, objective

academic types who are only interested in determining the ‘truth,’ then you are obviously wrong.

Mr. Reynolds is not an unbiased scientist seeking the “truth.”   He is instead a very experienced and

http://www.nrdc.org/media/docs/051019.pdf


2   Click here for complete Sound Committee charter. 

very successful NRDC trial lawyer who is concerned with pursuing his client’s  interest.  A quick

computer search found Mr. Reynolds to be attorney of record in over twenty reported environmental

cases.  

The stated goal of the Sound Committee is to provide a report to the MMC on the current science

regarding acoustic effects on marine mammals, if any, and on how to mitigate those effects.  The

MMC is supposed to use the Sound Committee’s report in the Commission’s own report to Congress

on the acoustic effects issue.2  

What value is a trial lawyer to this goal?  Surely NRDC has competent scientists available to serve

on the Sound Committee.  Why did NRDC send its top trial lawyer instead?  One possible answer

is that Committee membership provided Mr. Reynolds and NRDC with valuable trial discovery from

defendant–-the Navy--who did not even know it was a defendant.  A much  better question is why

the MMC appointed Mr. Reynolds to the Sound Committee in the first place? 

If the GSA Secretariat continues to allow FACA Committees to be hunting grounds for NGO trial

lawyers, then FACA will continue to be under fire.
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